Minerva Order Management
Fidessa’s Minerva OMS offers comprehensive, end-to-end workflow covering
all asset classes with integrated compliance and connectivity to a global
community of brokers and venues.
Rich functionality and flexibility on a single, centralised hub
Asset managers wish to consolidate onto a single platform to control costs without giving up
sophisticated, asset class-specific functionality. They seek increased access to global markets and
support for the widest possible range of instruments as they expand their investment horizon.
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Implement a full, end-to-end workflow from order generation through execution to confirmation.

Multi-asset class coverage
enables firms to unify trading
on a single hub.

Integrated compliance
ensures that Minerva blocks
non-compliant orders and
brokers.

Customisable workflows by
user, desk and asset class.

Multiple allocation
algorithms facilitate ‘best
execution’ distribution of
shares and cost.

Direct broker, ECN and EMS
integration promotes fast
platform trading with level 2
data and trading algos.

Commission management
tools to report, monitor and
enforce commission sharing
agreements.

Automated workflows based Integration toolkit enables
on configurable rules, filters
Minerva to exchange data
and permissions.
with internal systems and
leverage external feeds.

Key features:
•	Complete asset class
coverage
•	Allocation algorithms
•	Integrated restriction
checking
•	Broker/ECN integration
•	Custom workflows
•	Commission management
•	Scalable and performant

Fidessa’s Minerva Order Management features efficient, flexible workflows with instant access
to a wide range of liquidity sources.
Enhanced electronic trading
workflows allow traders to
control their orders in the
market.
Flexible order blotter displays
a consolidated view by user,
desk, asset class and location.
Excel-like grid supports sorting
and totalling, and may be
customised by asset class,
individual or group preference,
or to support workflows.

For further information, please email buy-side@fidessa.com or visit fidessa.com.
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